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Journal of Bioanalysis and Biomedicine (ISSN: 1948-593X) is an Open 
Access, quick rapid peer-reviewed journal that expects to publish the most 
complete and solid wellspring of data on disclosures, current developments 
and flow advancements which empowers creative research, covering all 
viewpoints in the field. 

Journal of Bioanalysis & Biomedicine publishes articles related to the 
below fields, but not limited to them: current research on Biomedicine and 
Pharmacotherapy, Negative results of Biomedicine, Molecular Epidomology, 
Nanomedicine, Drug Development, Toxicology, Biomarkers is toxicology, 
Spectroscopic & Chromatographic techniques  etc. Editorial Board in order 
to ensure excellence, quintessence of the work and number of citations 
received for the equivalent published articles.

Journal of Bioanalysis & Biomedicine is indexed in several indexing 
databases like Index Copernicus, Academic Keys, SafetyLit, RefSeek, 
Hamdard University, EBSCO A-Z, OCLC- WorldCat, Publons, Geneva 
Foundation for Medical Education and Research.

It’s all our pleasure to announce that during the year 2019, all issues 
of volume 11 were published online within the time and the release issues 
were also brought out furthermore, dispatched inside 30 days of publishing 
the issue online. Beside, our journal is planning to bring an online special 
issue (Isolation and quarantine in covid-19). 

During the schedule year 2019 we received numerous papers, which 
experienced fundamental screening for plagiarism, in the wake of screening 
and peer-review process, we distributed papers in 2019. Normal time is 6 
two months from qualified prominent reviewers. Our review process can be 
followed by the authors whenever and can contact us through online portal 
system. Our Journal is releasing issues with the recurrence of Bimonthly. It 

additionally supports to related conferences which are on-going all through 
the world. The journal has famous and constrained editorial board members 
who are significantly gainful and takes an intrigue viably in the improvement 
of the Journal.

I accept this open door to thank my Editorial Board members and 
reviewers who are distinctly participating in editing of articles to publish the 
papers. Thanks to their generous support towards the journal. We might 
likewise want to thank our mass mailing group which is useful in this journey.

According to the Google Analytics our Journal of Bioanalysis & 
Biomedicine is getting good no. of visitors to our website daily. We are glad 
to illuminate you that our Twitter account is having 200+ supporters in the 
range of a half year. We additionally have followers in linkedin and facebook 
social sites.

We are getting acceptable number of articles in 2020, expecting to get 
more articles which upgrade our journal notoriety in the upcoming days. 
We are pleased to declare that our journal effectively finished 1 issue 
discharges and the other issue is prepared to release. More participation 
from editors and reviewers faultless help will support the journal to arrive 
at more statures.  I would like to announce a special issue (Isolation and 
isolate in covid-19). Making this as stage we are welcoming our visitors to 
deal with an exceptional issue and make it effective with your insight. This 
is an open invitation to all editors and authors for our exceptional issue.
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